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Mr. Speaker. It was my privilege as Chair of the Congressional 

Task Force on Haiti to travel to that nation during the recently 

concluded Easter Recess. I am pleased now to report to you, my 

colleagues in the Congress, and the American people both my findings and 

my recommendations as to how we may best continue assisting Haiti 

through this its delicate and challenging period of transition to 

democracy.

I need not remind you that after twenty-nine years of repressive, 

exploitative rule by the Duvaliers, the courageous and long-abused 

citizens of Haiti gave the world on February 7, 1986 an instructive 

example of how a brutal dictatorship can be overthrown without resort to 

violence. In response, the U. S. Congress, led by our bi-partisan 

Congressional Task Force on Haiti, moved through what we called "a 

fleeting window of opportunity" to assist the valiant Haitian people by 

appropriating a total of $101.8 million in economic assistance through 

the provision of Economic Support Funds, Development Assistance, PL.

480 Food Aid, funding for the Peace Corps, and the Inter-American 

Foundation. We have also made available $1.5 million dollars in heavily 

conditioned and monitored non-lethal military assistance for FY 1987



Despite this conditionality, i remain concerned about evidence 
which Indicates that changes in the command and control structure of the 
armed forces have not led to positive reforms, I am particularly 
concerned about reports that officers accused of human rights abuses 
have been promoted rather than disciplined. This doubling of the 
assistance level from the last Duvalier year was designed to encourage 
the Haitian people as they embarked upon an extremely critical and 
delicate transition to a free and open democratic society. Our goal was 
to help lay the foundation for stability based on justice, economic 
security, and democracy for all Haitians.

My trip to Haiti during the Easter break, April 12 through 17th, 
was for the purpose of assessing the progress being made, and to meet 
with various sectors of the Haitian population to ascertain how they 
feel the United States can best administer its aid and trade programs to 
benefit Haiti. Toward that end, I met with members of the national 
Governing Council (CnG), religious leadership, representatives of 
business and labor, those working in the country-side for bottom-up 
development, political leaders, journalists, and representatives of 
multilateral development institutions.

I come away from my fact-finding mission with both hopes and fears 
about the future of Haiti. My hopes stem from the boundless enthusiasm 
for the democratic process and the disciplined determination of the 
Haitian masses to break with Duvalierism that was demonstrated in the 
March 29th Referendum on the New Constitution for Haiti. Thanks to the 
brilliant work of the Constituent Assembly that drafted the document, 
the thorough exposure of its content to all by a just and committed 
press, and the non-interference of the military in the balloting 
process, the tracks leading to a democratic society free of the old 
Duvalierist exploitation and political repression have been firmly laid.



In order to continue this process toward democratization, It Is 
Important that the rights of democratic institutions, such as a free 
press, human rights organizations and election monitoring groups, be 
respected as the electoral process proceeds. With some notable 
exceptions, it appears that the interim government under General Henri 
Namphy is keeping his stated commitment to work for "the flowering of a 
real and functional democracy, founded on absolute respect for human 
rights, press freedom, the existence of free trade unions, and the 
functioning of organized political parties."

If the soon to be named Elections Commission does its job as well 
as did the Constituent Assembly, and if the press and the military 
perform as they did during the referendum, I have every reason to 
believe that the elections for local officials in late July and the 
election of a President, the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies in 
november, 1987 will place the engine of democracy firmly on the track 
that leads to a more just society, political stability, economic 
recovery, and long term employment for the Haitian people. These are my 
hopes.

Mv fears, however, are that if a serious economic crisis that is 
engulfing Haiti at this very moment is not dealt with in the next two 
months, the Haitian people may not be able to place the train of a 
stable elected government on the tracks of freedom so magnificently laid 
by the referendum on the Constitution. Let me now outline two 
dimensions of that crisis and two steps that I believe the United States 
and the multilateral development institutions must take immediately to 
assist Haiti.



THE economiC CRIsIS:
CONTRaBAND AND STRuCTURAL ADJUSTMENT

To the credit of the CNG, the Interim Government has moved 
decisively to rectify many of the economic and fiscal practices of the 
fallen Duvalier regime which favored a ruling elite to the detriment of 
the poor majority. It has taken several initiatives to liberalize the 
economy and promote private sector investment. For example, the highly 
regressive export tax on coffee has been reduced; the intention is to 
abolish it altogether by October, 1987. The archaic system of quotas on 
imported commodities which raised the cost of essentials for the Haitian 
consumer far above world market prices is being eliminated. The ports 
of Gonaives, Petit Goave and Miragoane have been reopened and a national 
system of tariffs is being erected. A new income tax law has eliminated 
high marginal personal tax rates in favor of new broader-based lower 
marginal rates.

For example, to halt economic and financial losses and to enhance 
consumer purchasing power, two major public industrial enterprises, the 
Darbonne Sugar Mill and the ENAOL vegetable oil plant were closed. In 
both cases workers were offered severance pay and in the case of ENAOL, 
its 200 workers were offered the option of running the factory as a 
cooperative. That's the good news.

The bad news is twofold:
1. The shock of the new economic freedom and, perhaps, a too 

quick and rigid application of free market principles has 
created a contraband market that threatens to throw tens 
of thousands of Haitian workers and farmers out of work 
which would create so much chaos that scheduled elections 
could at worst be cancelled or at best produce an elected 
government faced with insurmountable economic and public



order difficulties.
2. Precisely because the United States has tried so hard to 

help in Haiti in this period of transition, our detractors 
are successfully marketing the unfounded myth that the 
contraband and other economic difficulties being 
experienced by Haiti are the result of an insidious 
"American Plan* to undermine and subjugate Haiti.

With respect to the latter, I find myself leaning heavily on the 
words of Rudyard Kipling: "If you can keep your head when all about you
are losing theirs and blaming it on you; if you can trust yourself when 
all men doubt you, but make allowance for their doubting too..." In an 
effort to keep my head and keep my eyes on the prize of democratiza
tion and economic recovery, I have developed recommendations for two 
sets of steps that the United States in cooperation with Haiti, other 
donor nations and the multilateral development institutions can take to 
help resolve the bad news part of my findings. Before laying out the 
emergency short-term and the prudent long term actions that, in my view, 
need to be undertaken, let me outline in more detail the growing 
contraband and anti-Americanism problem in Haiti.

CONTRABAND
Contraband trade was always a problem during the Duvalier years; it 

was exclusive illegal trade engaged in by the Duvaliers, their 
associates, and the Ton Ton Macoutes. It was an activity that enriched 
a few, and corrupted and impoverished government. The opening of the 
ports, the elimination of costly monopolies and other trade barriers 
have served to "democratize contraband"— now everybody is getting into 
it. The result is that, while the masses of Haitian consumers are 
getting a much needed reduction in the cost of such staples as rice and



•sugar, Haitian rice and sugar producers are being priced out of the 
market. Tensions are mounting rapidly between those whose jobs are 
threatened and those engaged in contraband trade, and many thousands are 
picking up bad habits of corruption and deceit that could spell serious 
trouble for economic and political stability in the future.

Let me give you a couple of examples, "Miami Rice" has become a 
household word in Haiti during the past year. u .S. rice merchants are 
loading tons of surplus U. S. rice on ships in Miam i and sailing them to 
the newly opened and poorly guarded ports of Gonaives, Petit Goave, 
and Miragoane. For the first time in decades, these cities are now 
bustling centers of economic activity not only because the poor have 
jobs unloading a variety of contraband items including rice and stolen 
bicycles, but also because they can sell "Miami Rice" across Haiti for 
$24 per 100 lb. sack compared to $28 per 100 lb. sack for rice grown in 
the Artibonite Valley. The prevailing wisdom is that the Army is taking 
over the role of the Macoutes as participants in and protectors of the 
illegal contraband trade.

The result has been that Haitian farmers are now selling their rice 
at a loss or at significantly lower profit margins, calling into 
question the future of Haitian rice production. It should be noted that 
as early as December, 1986 it was estimated that 36,000 metric tons of 
rice or 1/3 of the national production could not be sold. An estimated 
200,000 Haitian farmers are losing their livelihood. I was told of two 
bloody confrontations between rice farmers and poor participants in the 
contraband rice trade in which Army personnel shot and killed Haitian 
rice growers. Tensions are mounting daily.

Another example of the destabilizing effect of contraband is sugar. 
The drastic reduction of the U.S. sugar quota for Haiti's neighbor on 
the island, the Dominican Republic, has resulted in a large surplus of



refined sugar which is being dumped on the Haitian market as contraband 
at a cost of between $20 and $24 per 100 lb. sack. Haitian sugar is 
selling at $27 per 100 lb. sack. As a consequence, only last week, on 
April 15th, HASCO (The Haitian American Sugar Company) closed down its 
sugar mill throwing 3,000 sugar plant workers on the streets and 
jeopardizing the livelihood of tens of thousands of sugar growers 
throughout Haiti.

If allowed to proceed unchecked because of its short term benefit 
to the Haitian consumer and corrupt, illegal traders, contraband could 
develop into such a long term liability as to create not only permanent 
political and economic instability but also make of Haiti a literal 
buccaneer nation.

ANTI-AMERICANISM
Added to the contraband problem and indeed feeding upon it, is a 

growing anti-Americanism by which the United States is, in my view, 
unjustifiably blamed for a variety of problems confronting the Haitian 
people. This anti-Americanism is made plausible by the widely held 
perception that for far too long the U.S. foreign policy establishment 
was tolerant of the Duvalier dictatorship. On the other hand, the U.S. 
should not be held responsible for corruption and malfeasance that 
inhibits development programs which could create jobs and improve 
agricultural production. Let me cite for you a couple of examples of 
what I mean.

Pig Repopulation Program
In 1980, an African Swine flu epidemic had so infected the Haitian 

pig population that it was deemed a threat to swine herds throughout 
Latin, Central, and North America. The Government of Haiti agreed to an



International prog ram to eradicate the entire haitian pig population on 
cond ition that the Inter-American Development Bank would provide a $20 
million concessionary loan to pay for a complete pig repopulation 
program. Three years into the eradication program (PEPPADEP) it became 
clear that the IDB had not designed a repopulation program that could 
secure the return of pigs to small scale farmers.

To maintain the integrity of the international community and to 
restore to Haiti an important sector of its economy and culture, the 
United States agreed on a bilateral basis to design and implement an 
"interim pig repopulation project." Administered by U. S. AID, the 
program built pig repopulation centers throughout Haiti, provided them 
with initial stocks of disease free U. S. pigs, trained Haitian farmers 
in the care and cultivation of the pigs, and began distributing pigs 
free of charge to the small scale farmers from whom infected pigs were 
taken. To date, we have redistributed more than 70,000 pigs to rural 
Haiti.

Due to the failure of the IDB to meet its commitment, however, 
three crises with respect to the pig program have developed for which 
the United States is being blamed. The first is the unavailability of 
affordable feed for the growing pig population. The second is the 
absence of a swine husbandry extension program that emphasizes the 
appropriate production of swine feed stuffs in association with food 
crop production on the Haitian farm. The third is the absence of a 
national veterinary service to provide health surveillance to detect and 
prevent disease among the livestock of Haitians farmers.

U. S. detractors have concocted the myth that part of the "American 
Plan" was to kill all the pigs in Haiti, replace them with huge American 
pigs whom they could not feed and who would end up eating the farmers' 
children. This ridiculous "Killer pig" theory is apparently gaining



currency among Haitians who have been m islead! and denied knowledge of 
all the facts. The fact is that the u . s . pigs will be of more value to 
the Haitian farmer because it is bigger and more prolific, that is it 
produces an average litter of nine (9) piglets, two times per year, as 
compared to the four (4) piglet litter, one time every eighteen months, 
of the traditional Haitian pig.

To produce this good result naturally requires more food. Thus 
when a feed production program is incorporated into the Haitian farming 
system, it will enrich both the farmer and the pig producer who will 
have a much larger pig to sell and more of them."If you can keep your 
head when all about you are losing theirs and blaming it on you..."

Contraband-"The American Plan"
Another part of the anti-Americanism theme being struck by a 

growing number of frustrated Haitians is the idea that the contraband 
invasion is part of an American plot to destroy the rice and sugar cane 
industries in Haiti, increase dependency, and turn the people against 
one another and destabilize Haiti so completely that elections will 
never be held and power will revert to a repressive Duvalerist military 
that will reduce Haiti to a cheap labor workshop for American 
imperialists. As ridiculous as such a thesis sounds, there are those 
who point to "Miami Rice," stolen bicycles and ending the Dominican 
Republic sugar quota as evidence of the existence of an "American Plan."

So there you have it— two bits of bad news from Haiti: a severely
destabilizing economic crisis brought about by contraband trade that 
threatens to derail the process of democratization and economic recovery 
in Haiti; and a growing anti-Americanism in Haiti that unjustifiably 
attributes this crisis to an insidious "American plan."



U.s. POLICIES AMD THE MULTILATERAL INSTITUTIOnS:
THE TWO POINT FAUNTROy PLAN

To help remedy this situation, I will attempt to persuade the 
United States Government and certain multilateral development 
institutions to propose to haiti, in the next two months, a short term 
emergency economic program and a medium term economic recovery program 
to assure that a newly elected government has a reasonable opportunity 
to develop; and implement its own program in a relatively stable 
environment.

Short Term Emergency Program 
of Structural Adjustment

My short term emergency plan has four features:
• First, that we help deal with the contraband problem by 

making all as yet uncommitted FY '87 Economic Support 
Funds for Haiti available for a cooperative effort between 
u. S. Customs and Haiti Customs to provide the following:

The training of an adequate cadre of Haitian Customs 
officials.

—  Adequate radar equipment, coast guard vessels and new 
barracks where necessary.

• Second, that structural adjustment loans be made to Haiti 
by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) to do the following:
—  Provide credit to offset the negative consequences of 

the liberalization of tariffs and duties.
—  Compensate raw material producers in Haiti for losses 

they incurred as a result of investments they made 
last year not anticipating the contraband crisis.



—  Finance a feasibility study of short and medium term 
alternative uses to which both land and available 
capital might be profitably put.

—  Compensate laid off workers and re-train them for new 
jobs, especially in enterprises offering the potential 
for technological transfer, capital formation and 
upward mobility. Industrial development with a 
potential for linkages throughout the Haitian economy 
should be targeted.

—  Finance investment by displaced raw material investors 
in the factories or other viable investment activities 
suggested by the above-mentioned feasibility study.
Use any available ESF funds in conjunction with the 
World Bank, and IMF Structural Adjustment loans to 
accomplish the above.

Third, send a high level delegation of U. S. officials to 
Haiti to discuss this two pronged offer of emergency 
assistance and thus demonstrate by our willingness to help 
the CNG implement such a program that the U. S. is 
not behind the destabilization that increased contraband 
activity threatens to produce.
Fourth, that the U.S. sponsor serious discussions with the 
World Bank and other economic interests in the region to 
determine what domestic food and export opportunities may 
exist for balanced agricultural production. The World 
Bank has already done research on this subject. (World 
Bank Report No. 5601-HA)



Medium-Term Program: 
development of a Five year Plan

for Haitian Growth and development
To be of assistance to the elected governm ent that is to take 

office in February 1988, the United states, other donor nations and the 
relevant multilateral development institutions should begin now to 
develop with key persons in the interim government a research and 
information base for decisions that the elected government will have to 
make during its first five years. To that end, I propose that the 
United States and the CNG convene a meeting of representatives of key 
donor nations, The IMF, the IDB, The World Bank and U S, AID to do the 
following:

• Assess what is being considered by each nation and
multilateral institution in terms of assistance projects 
with and for Haiti.

• Determine the compatibility of the various projects being 
planned and how they relate to one another.

• Organize consultations between the international community 
and key institutions within Haiti, including the religious 
community, the business sector, labor organizations, and 
the interim government to assure that all understand the 
nature of the data that is being developed as an 
information base for the new elected government.

The coordination of the various aid projects and the data developed 
should, in my view, make job creation the first order of business. It 
would seem to me that the Government's role in that quest would be 
infrastructure development: the building of roads, schools and health 
care facilities and the provision of personnel and services pursuant 
thereto. Another respectfully suggested role of the interim government 
would be to convene business organizations and labor unions to assess



comparative labor costs and to assist union development in Haiti.
Data for such a five year plan should identify prospective markets 

for agricultural production and any new, viable sectors of job creating 
activity that might develop within or come to Haiti.

Finally, the International grouping that I ask the u . s .  government 
to convene should suggest the best combination of aid and trade 
relationships that Haiti should have with other countries to promote 
long term stability and growth. I say this because outside assistance 
alone can never enable Haiti to cope with the vagaries of poverty, 
weather, commodity price fluctuations or the availability of the 
investment needed to finance a certain level of growth. That capacity 
can come only with reliance on trade relations with others in the 
region, including the United States of America.

PLAN ECHOES RECENT 
MULTILATERAL BANK AGREEMENTS

As Chairman of the House Banking Subcommittee on International 
Development Institutions and Finance, I am keenly aware of several 
multilateral development bank agreements reached last year during 
negotiations for MDB Replenishments and capital increases that will not 
only encourage the two point plan I offer but would also afford the 
World Bank an opportunity to implement the new agreements on a pilot 
basis in Haiti.

As Deputy Assistant Secretary for Developing Nations of the 
Department of Treasury, James W. Conrow stated at a hearing before my 
subcommittee earlier this month:

"Over the past year and a half we have enhanced multi-
lateral cooperation considerably. We have put in place 
new arrangements for closer economic policy coordination.



These mutual effort»--and the u . s . leadership that drives 
them— must continue and be extended If we are going to 
resolve the problems confronting the international 
economy."

Haiti is a prime example of what Deputy Assistant Secretary Conrow 
describes as one of the "many underdeveloped countries that are 
nurturing infant democracies and need support to sustain their efforts." 
Among the new arrangements reached by the MDB's that would encourage 
reforms while coordinating and catalyzing other sources of finance to 
promote growth, development and stability in Haiti are;

• a new imF/World Bank Policy Framework program that calls 
for the development of a "single comprehensive package" 
that will address the macro economic and structural needs 
of the lowest income countries. The recipient country, 
the IMF and the World Bank are urged to negotiate 
medium-term plans supported by the lending arrangements of 
the IMF structural Adjustment Facility, and bilateral aid 
agencies (coordinated by the World Bank). This agreement 
tracks perfectly with point two of my plan.

• $3 billion to $3.5 billion of the IDA VIII replenishment 
is to be used for adjustment lending which fosters the 
ability of IDA recipients to achieve sound, sustainable 
growth. This agreement tracks perfectly with point one of 
my plan!

• A Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) is 
established under the auspices of the World Bank. What an 
incentive that will be to encourage private sector equity 
investment in Haiti in both the short and medium-term in
Haiti!



Underdeveloped countries like haiti that art nurturing infant 
democracies will benefit from policy changes such as these that will 
improve incentives and reduce economic distortions that tend to 
discriminate against them. The social costs, institutional and 
political difficulties and financial requirements for Haiti to make much 
needed policy changes and sustain itself through adjustment process are 
Indeed extensive.

The application of these kinds of new agreements reached by the 
multilateral developm ent institutions with Haiti represents an enormous 
challenge but one that must be undertaken to establish there the 
foundation for the sustained economic recovery necessary to the 
promotion and well being of a democratic Haitian nation.
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